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Value

Strong and continuing value in AQF 5 and 6 qualifications is related to:

- Employment opportunities
- Educational pathway
New Pathway Maximises Value

Articulation → Industry needs

Context

Increasing participation
Employer needs
Government targets
Challenging boundaries

- Holistic perspective
- Equal partners bringing unique capability
- Places graduates in a stronger position
- Addresses industry skill needs

A shared vision

Partner collaboration:

- Shared design
- Shared development
- Shared validation
Innovation through leveraging

Innovation through leveraging the value of the AQF 6

Student support

Direct entry to university

Applied Learning

Students

- Supported to succeed
- Technical skills and knowledge
- Clear expectations
- Professional recognition
Industry engagement

- Rural and regional footprint
- Tailored
- Local delivery

Opportunities

- Increasing retention
- Increasing market share
- Broader and bigger cohort
- Low SES background students
- Administratively cost effective
Learnings

- Pathway achievements
- Ongoing challenges